openQA Tests - action #40448
[jeos] test fails in repo_orphaned_packages_check
30/08/2018 01:56 pm - lnussel

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: mloviska
Category: Enhancement to existing tests
Target version: 
Difficulty: 

Start date: 30/08/2018
Due date: 
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description

Observation
openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.0-JeOS-for-kvm-and-xen-x86_64-jeos@64bit_virtio-2G fails in repo_orphaned_packages_check

Where does this check come from and why do we need it in JeOS?

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 20.23

Expected result
Last good: 20.21 (or more recent)

Further details
Always latest result in this scenario: latest

Related issues:
Related to openQA Tests - action # 32800: [functional][jeos] Verify that no i... Resolved 06/03/2018
Related to openQA Tests - action # 42959: [jeos] test fails in repo_orphaned_... Resolved 26/10/2018

History
#1 - 30/08/2018 02:12 pm - michalnowak
- Related to action #32800: [functional][jeos] Verify that no installed packages are orphaned added

#2 - 30/08/2018 02:18 pm - michalnowak
SLES JeOS passes the module in less than two minutes. openSUSE JeOS timed out after 10 minutes. Why is that so? Is the worker way different? Original ticket requesting this test is now in 'Related issues' field.

#3 - 11/09/2018 08:51 am - okurz
- Subject changed from test fails in repo_orphaned_packages_check to [jeos] test fails in repo_orphaned_packages_check

#4 - 11/09/2018 11:06 am - michalnowak
- Category deleted (Bugs in existing tests)
- Assignee changed from michalnowak to ccret
- Priority changed from High to Normal

It passed last two openSUSE builds, but still it takes around 9 minutes to complete, that's a bit too much.

20/03/2020
@michalnowak, if you don't mind I think we should try to always find a category for every ticket. If you do not like "Bugs in existing tests" because in principle it works I guess "Enhancement" to reduce the runtime should be fine.

#6 - 12/12/2019 08:09 am - okurz
- Related to action #42959: [jeos] test fails in repo_orphaned_packages_check: Needs higher timeout added

#7 - 08/01/2020 11:04 am - mloviska
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee changed from ccret to mloviska

When shifting to declarative schedule, I have forgotten to include this one into the test suites.

#8 - 08/01/2020 11:45 am - mloviska

Both of them are going to be located in the main test suite.

- https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/9263

#9 - 16/01/2020 11:21 am - mloviska
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved